
Project:  Hartwood House, Lyndhurst, Hampshire

Installation:  10 accessible en-suite bedrooms and  

 5 bathrooms in a high dependency wing

Client:  Hartford Care Group

Contractor:  The Highwood Group

Products specified:  5 x Glide 200 Ceiling track systems 

 4 x Kent specialist hi-lo baths 

 1 x Ascot specialist hi-lo bath

Case Study: Hartwood House
Gainsborough Specialist Bathing delivers assisted  
bathing and patient transfer solutions for new  
state-of-the-art care home development

CS1 / Hartwood HouSe / 2013

Gainsborough Specialist Bathing, part of the Care in Bathing Group, was selected 

to design, supply and install a range of assistive bathing and transfer solutions at a 

prestigious new care home in Lyndhurst, Hampshire. this development encompassed 

the comprehensive refurbishment of Hartwood House and the construction of a new 

wing to accommodate 50 permanent residents in a long-term care setting.

as the lead contractor for the build, 

we benefited from a positive working 

relationship with Gainsborough right 

from the start. the Gainsborough team was 

on-hand to provide guidance and support 

throughout the specification and installation 

stages. Gainsborough undertook full site 

surveys and provided detailed layout drawings, 

which allowed my team to implement works 

without problems and on schedule. 

we had to address a few constructional issues 

before the installation of the ceiling tracks.  

Nevertheless the Gainsborough team was 

able to fully support us in order to provide 

an appropriate solution. Personally, I would 

recommend Gainsborough to anyone requiring 

the supply and installation of assisted, 

powered baths and ceiling track hoists for the 

healthcare environment.

Steve williams, Highwood Group,  

Project Manager
Assisted bathing and hoisting was required in the 

high dependency wing of the building so that 

residents could be transferred with dignity and in 

safety, between communal, bedroom and bathing 

areas. Solutions were required to assist vulnerable 

residents in the specialist dementia care unit and 

bespoke nursing area. Residents required care 

for conditions such as Dementia, Alzheimer’s and 

restricted mobility from old age. Carers also required 

ergonomic assistance for hygiene routines and 

powered transfer capabilities when moving residents 

around the building. 

As the first joint venture between The Hartford Care 

Group and the building contractor, The Highwood 

Group, Hartwood House represented an investment 

of over £3million so the latest in care provision could 

be delivered. Construction began in January 2012 

with a focus on providing high specification interiors 

and a ‘sense of community’ for residents. The need 

for powered bathing and hoisting solutions that were 

aesthetically pleasing, durable and safe, led to the 

contractor selecting Gainsborough Specialist Bathing 

as the preferred supplier. Gainsborough’s ability 

to provide comprehensive support and installation 

guidance further strengthened its position during the 

tendering process.
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Below left: the Glide 200 ceiling track hoists from 
Gainsborough ensured safe and efficient transfer of 
residents from bedroom to bathing areas. 

Below: each Kent hi-lo bath offered powered seat  
transfer so carers could work safely whilst resident  
dignity was maximised. 
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Hartwood House residential care home, Lyndhurst
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Products specified
Gainsborough Specialist Bathing solutions were 

installed throughout the development and included 

four Kent hi-lo assistive baths, one Ascot hi-lo 

bath and five Glide 200 ceiling track systems. 

The Gainsborough designers utilised their unique 

AspectTM design software to establish the most 

appropriate bathroom layouts throughout the care 

home. As the baths incorporated hi-lo movement and 

powered transfer seats, carers assisted residents at 

safe working heights and employed best practice in 

moving and handling.

Project challenges
Gainsborough successfully resolved several challenges 

during the build so that solutions were still delivered 

on time and within budget. The schedule of works 

was demanding and thus required decisions to 

be reached quickly and efficiently. Gainsborough 

technical designers were able to achieve this whilst 

providing pre-installation details for structural 

modifications where required. Driven by the size of 

pre-determined rooms, Gainsborough recommended 

optimum layouts and ensured maximum accessibility.

Seamless transition of residents between bedrooms 

and en-suites was also achieved at Hartwood House. 

Commonly the hoisting of residents between rooms 

involved the transfer of a sling from one lift motor 

to another, as track rails terminated at dividing walls. 

However single rail applications that run between 

rooms were made possible resulting in the need for 

only one hoist unit. This provided multiple benefits in 

terms of cost saving, improved operationally efficiently 

and a better transfer experience for residents. 

Since commissioning was completed, 

we have been thoroughly impressed 

with the Gainsborough products 

installed at Hartwood House. Both the ceiling 

track and bathing systems are well engineered, 

aesthetically pleasing and demonstrate a clear 

understanding of user ergonomics. 

I have confidence the accessible bedrooms and 

bathrooms that Gainsborough have planned 

will operate efficiently in terms of spatial 

suitability when transferring residents. we 

have received comprehensive on site training 

from a Gainsborough representative to ensure 

my care team can operate safely and I know 

the dignity of residents will be maximised at 

all times.

wendy walsh, Hartwood House,  

Care Home Manager

End-to-end support
During 2012, initial site surveys were undertaken 

by Gainsborough technical engineers to ascertain 

all specific requirements. These were critical so that 

precise structural, electrical and plumbing pre-

installation guidelines could be provided at a later 

stage. Gainsborough’s AspectTM design programme 

ensured rooms were designed appropriately in terms  

of ergonomics, wheelchair access and resident safety. 

Gainsborough then completed additional feasibility 

surveys so that final plans were approved by early 

2013. Both contractor and Gainsborough installers 

were then able to systematically proceed with common 

details and a clear vision of the final objectives. Once 

fully operational, an Area Sales Manager attended on 

site to provide comprehensive product training. Now 

in daily use, Gainsborough provided a comprehensive 

service and maintenance package so that equipment 

continued to operate efficiently and safely.

AspectTM Bathroom  
Design Service
AspectTM, Gainsborough’s unique bathroom 

design software supports all contractors during 

the specification and planning of assistive 

bathing installations. This technology delivers 

accurate scaled drawings, 3D renderings and 

bespoke plans of a specified new bath in-situ  

so projected end results can be  

visualised more  

effectively. 

In addition to baths, fully operational ceiling track 

hoisting systems were provided in five of the 

bedrooms. Other bedrooms were ‘future proofed’ 

with structural and ceiling fixings in readiness 

for installations in the future. The completed rail 

configurations provided powered transfer of residents 

via the use of Gainsborough Glide 200 hoists and 

suitable slings from chair to bed to bathroom. 

For further details regarding its range of bathing and hoisting solutions for 
long term care environments, contact Gainsborough Specialist Bathing now on:

Tel: 0800 542 9194  
Email: info@gainsboroughbaths.com  www.gainsboroughbaths.com

above: the ascot is an ultra-compact, high specification, 
variable height bath that has delivered high standards 
of care. Its powered transfer seat ensured controlled 
movement of the bather in and out of the bath. 

above: the location of the Glide 200 ceiling track systems 
were carefully considered to ensure maximum usability for 
carers and residents.

Gainsborough Specialist Bathing. Premier House, Hewell Road, Redditch, Worcestershire B97 6BW 


